I. Introduction
A plasma is a gas that have enough energy to ionize the important portion of its molecules or, atoms forming equal numbers of electrons and positive ions. Plasmas show some properties of gases, but unlike gases in being good electrical conductors and being affected by magnetic fields. Although there are free charges in plasmas, general the positive and negative charges recompense each other.plasmas are electrically neutral, whichknown as quasi-neutrality. Plasmas cover extensive range of temperatures, pressures, and electron densities.
[1] plasma is utilized to treat products and surfaces to show their bio performance and, bioapplicability Consecutively, to utilize plasma for curative purposes. both atmospheric pressure and low-pressure plasmas can be utilized, for direct curative plasma applications only plasma atmospheric pressure sources can be utilized [2] . Atmospheric pressure cold plasma was the base of one of the mostpromising approaches of attaining a more supple, less expensive, reliable and incessant method of surface adjustment [3] . The plasma has a numerous properties such as the capability to kill bacteria competently with high velocity, Therefore, it convenient for the sterilization of surgical instruments, [4] removal of environmental and medical task [5, 6, 7, 8] . The utilize of physical plasmas for bio-decontamination just as first surgical plasma applications like argon-plasma coagulation [9, 10] are mostly based on fatal plasmaeffects on living systems. However, there is an extra massive potential of plasma application with low temperature for curative fields, which will be based on non-fatal, stimulatingplasma effects on living cells and tissue [8, 11] .
Dielectric Barrier Discharges (DBDs)
The discharge of the insulating barrier technique (DBD) are worked in a wide range of pressures and are usually utilized in, UV sources , ozone generators, and excimer lamps, plasma-aided burning, etc. The micro discharges happen as discharge columns in the discharge gap which also prevalence over the dielectric surface. The charge carriers left on the surface of the dielectric reduce the field force in the discharge gap and quench the discharge itself. [13] DBDs are gaining significance since they can kindle plasma directly on the body surface which is at floating potential. Other devices such as the Plason offer the so-called indirect treatment where the plasma is produced at a remote point, and the chemically-active type are transported to the vicinity of treated-substrate. Most of the active types are lost through transport as a result of chemical and physical processes like electron-ion recombination in the effluent. This disadvantage is overcome in the direct treatment using DBDs. One of the major issues when using DBDs for medical application is their inhomogeneity when operated in air at atmospheric-pressure as a result of the creation of micro discharges that are spatially and temporally distributed in the discharge gap. This phenomenon be consider as a feature of nonuniform treatment of the substrate. To overcome this, DBD operated using a nanosecond pulsed power supply has been shown to produce a homogeneous discharge [14, 15] which can display more uniform treatment of the substrate in bio-medical applications.A homogeneous or a uniform discharge, free of micro discharges is more appropriate for treatments the surface. In low-pressure conditions, gaining such a homogeneous discharge is not complex. However, such a discharge in air at atmospheric-pressure condition is not simple. based on the frequency of the applied voltage, type of dielectric, working gas, etc., DBDs which produce homogeneous volume discharge have been confirmed. Such homogenous DBDs at atmospheric-pressure, referred as Atmospheric-Pressure Glow Discharge , have been happen by using He [16] , He-N2 gas mixture [17] , N2 [18, 19] , Ne-N2 and Ar-N2 [20] , Ar [21] .
II. Material Methods

First-Order Statistics
First-order statistics refer to the distributions probability of the values to each pixels.If that all pixels in an image represent samples from the identical distribution, then it is possible to pool the pixels from a single image to get an appraisal of first order statistics. First order statistical parameters are computed from the image intensity values without bearing in mind the pixel neighbor connection. [22] 1-mean and the standard deviation:-utilized to measure the prevalence of gray level values of the pixels within that region (Histogram). [23] 2-Variance:-is a measure of the histogram width that measures the aberration of gray levels from the Mean [23] 3-skewness and kurtosis:-skewness indicates a measure of the degree of histogram asymmetry around the mean, and kurtosis measure the sharpness of histogram. [24] 4-Energy:-It " s tells us something about how the gray levels are distributed [25] and gives indication about the regularity of the texture in the image, the high energy means that the texture is more regular.
5-Entropy
:-tells us how many bits are need to code the image data and given by [26, 27] 1. Blood Sample:
The blood samples are taken for different living patient with leukemia, some people their leukocytes number exceed (10000), while others their leukocytes number are less than (4000). The normal range of the leukocytes is between (4000_10000). In this research different samples were used to reach the aim of this paper: the patients have leukemia and their leukocytes number was abnormal. The search deals with these samples after the exposure them to the cold plasma which produce by dielectric barrier discharge for different time. studying the effect of cold plasma on the texture of blood samples. The exposure duration started from (20 sec) up to (40 sec) the time increasing with different step. Images are taken for each sample during the time exposure. These images which are taken are illustrated in figure (1, 2) . To enhance the obtained images a digital image processing is applied for the segmentation process in order to help in separate the glass of the slides which used to prepare the sample from the blood texture. The color image must be converted to the gray scale image in order to apply the segmentation process, also to study the texture response to the plasma. The threshold must apply to separated the background of the slides from the blood texture, then the co-occurrence matrix is applied to study the texture properties.
Where T is a threshold value, f(x, y) is the input image and B(x, y) is the resulting image. The output is binary image with (0 and 1). Figures (1 and 2) show that. Figure ( 3) the value of energy with time exposure (20-40s), sample (1) show small response to the plasma exposure. Sample 2 and sample (4) energy value decrease with time exposure in the 28,30 second the sample shows increase in it energy value then its value return to decrease increase with time increase. Sample (3) the value of the energy decreases with increasing the time exposure to cold plasma down to (35sec) the value start to increase. Table ( 2) and Figure (4) sample (1) the mean value decrease with the time exposure to plasma in the (28,30) second the response change from decreasing to increasing just in (28,30 sec) and it turn to decreases, sample (1) has white blood cell (14.56). Sample (2) the mean value increase with increasing the exposure time to plasma, in the second (28,30) the value of mean reverse in it response because the value change then the value of the mean decrease with time exposure so does sample (3 and 4). Table ( 3) and Figure  (5) show the entropy curve, the value of entropy for sample (1) decrease with time increasing.In the (28, 30 sec) the value increase with time. Sample (2) with white blood cell (17.94) the value of entropy increase with time to (28, 30 sec) then the value return to decrease. So is sample (4) with white blood cell (18.67). Sample (3) with white blood cell (20.15) its value does not change with time exposure in (28, 30 sec) the value started to response. It increase with time. Table ( 4) and Figure (6) shows the skewness value. Its value shows response to the plasma effect skewness value as it shape change from the Gaussian distribution. Sheft to the left or right its show change in the texture of the blood. Table (5) and Figure (7) shows the kurtosis value it represented the flatness of the histogram as the value increase the response increase the curve become more flat.
III. Discussion And Conclusion
IV. Conclusion
The following points are concluded from this study: 1. Some of the blood cells which have leukemia with white blood cell (>10000) show response to the effect of plasma, this has been detect practically and by using the digital image processing. 2. The time exposure to cold plasma as the time increase the intensity of the image increase, and the texture shows more regularity and brightness this can be showing by increasing the mean value. 3. The energy value increased with increasing the time exposure. This is because the texture become more regular, as the entropy inversely proportion to the energy its value decrease. 4. The value of energy increase with increasing the value of white cell this is because the leukemia cell is more regular in it shape than the blood texture as the leukemia cell increase the energy value increase, so does the mean its value decrease with increasing the white cell, this is because the leukemia cell tend to be more dark than the other cell. Figure (4) shows mean values as a function of time for(S1,S2,S3,S4) Figure (6) shows skewness values as a function of time for(S1,S2,S3,S4) Figure (7) shows kurtosis values as a function of time for(S1,S2,S3,S4)
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